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a b s t r a c t
Auditory categorization is a vital skill for perceiving the acoustic environment. Categorization depends on the
discriminability of the sensory input as well as on the ability of the listener to adaptively make use of the relevant
features of the sound. Previous studies on categorization have focused either on speech sounds when studying
discriminability or on visual stimuli when assessing optimal cue utilization. Here, by contrast, we examined
neural sensitivity to stimulus discriminability and optimal cue utilization when categorizing novel, non-speech
auditory stimuli not affected by long-term familiarity. In a functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) experiment, listeners categorized sounds from two category distributions, differing along two acoustic dimensions:
spectral shape and duration. By introducing spectral degradation after the ﬁrst half of the experiment, we
manipulated both stimulus discriminability and the relative informativeness of acoustic cues. Degradation caused
an overall decrease in discriminability based on spectral shape, and therefore enhanced the informativeness of
duration. A relative increase in duration-cue utilization was accompanied by increased activity in left parietal
cortex. Further, discriminability modulated right planum temporale activity to a higher degree when stimuli
were spectrally degraded than when they were not. These ﬁndings provide support for separable contributions
of parietal and posterior temporal areas to perceptual categorization. The parietal cortex seems to support the
selective utilization of informative stimulus cues, while the posterior superior temporal cortex as a primarily
auditory brain area supports discriminability particularly under acoustic degradation.
© 2014 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.

Introduction
Auditory categorization is vital for human behavior in acoustic
environments, where auditory stimuli need to be associated with behaviorally relevant meanings. Oftentimes, however, listening conditions
are not optimal, and discrimination between two categories may be
impeded by internal (e.g. hearing impairment) or external (e.g. background noise) noise that either affects overall discriminability or
selectively targets speciﬁc stimulus dimensions (e.g. spectral detail;
Tuomainen et al., 2013).
Discriminability of auditory stimuli of course depends on the distinctiveness of their acoustic properties. If, for instance, sounds have to be
associated with distinct categories A or B, differing in pitch and duration,
discriminability of a particular stimulus should improve with greater
distance from a hypothetical maximally ambiguous point that could
be categorized as A or B with equal likelihood. Stimuli close to this
point should be harder to discriminate than stimuli far away from this
point. Accordingly, Euclidean distance in acoustic space has been argued
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to constitute an appropriate measure of perceptual distance for separable stimulus dimensions, such as pitch and duration (Nosofsky, 1985).
Discriminability may also deteriorate as a result of degradation.
Degradation may simultaneously affect all available acoustic cues
(e.g. by ambient noise), or selectively affect spectral cues (e.g. pitch),
leaving temporal (duration) cues intact (Tuomainen et al., 2013). In
this situation, the ability to make use of the most informative cue
(i.e., duration, cf. Holt and Lotto, 2006) at the expense of other available
cues should prove beneﬁcial.
Previous functional brain imaging studies have investigated aspects
of discriminability (Desai et al., 2008; Guenther et al., 2004) as well as aspects of optimal cue utilization in auditory categorization (Hill and
Miller, 2010; Pugh et al., 1996; Shaywitz et al., 2001). Auditory categorization in general has been found to recruit the posterior part of the superior temporal gyrus (STG) and the planum temporale (PT; Desai et al.,
2008; Grifﬁths and Warren, 2002; Guenther et al., 2004). Desai et al.
(2008) found that activation in the (left) posterior STG (y-values in
Talairach space between − 30 and − 40, inferior to the planum
temporale, cf. Westbury et al., 1999) correlated with the degree to
which participants processed stimuli in a categorical way, that is, how
readily they could label the respective stimulus. Note that for the remainder of this article, we refer to the posterior STG/STS if y-values of peak
coordinates (in Montreal Neurology Institute [MNI] space) are b−15.
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Several studies on speech processing identiﬁed the posterior STG,
including parts of the PT, as subserving categorical (speech-speciﬁc)
processing (Chang et al., 2010; Jäncke et al., 2002; Turkeltaub and
Coslett, 2010). While these studies suggest that the posterior STG is sensitive to aspects of discriminability (ambiguity) in auditory categorization, it is less clear whether activity in this region would scale with
more ﬁne-grained differences in discriminability between non-speech
stimuli.
A recurring cortical site involved in selective stimulus cue utilization
is the parietal cortex, comprising the inferior parietal lobe and
intraparietal sulcus (Geng and Mangun, 2009; Hill and Miller, 2010;
Pugh et al., 1996; Rinne et al., 2007; Shaywitz et al., 2001), situated
within a larger network associated with executive function (Corbetta
et al., 2000; Posner and Dehaene, 1994). Aside from its role in spatial
auditory attention (Alain et al., 2007; Brunetti et al., 2008), the IPL has
been found to support the utilization of informative acoustic cues in a
given listening situation (e.g. Henry et al., 2013). Despite a strong
focus on visual processing while investigating the IPL, some studies
suggest that this region subserves modality-independent functions of
attention switching and object representation (Cusack et al., 2000,
2010).
In this study, we were interested in the role of the posterior STG in
responding to ﬁne-grained differences in discriminability of nonspeech stimuli, and in the role of the IPL for optimal acoustic cue utilization depending on varying listening situations. Using non-speech
stimuli ensured that categories were not overlearned; that is, participants had no prior experience with our experimental stimuli. In contrast to previous studies, our stimulus distributions and manipulation
allowed us to examine discriminability and acoustic cue utilization
within one experimental paradigm. We hypothesized that if the posterior STG supports discriminability in auditory categorization, activation
there should be sensitive to changes in discriminability of auditory, nonspeech stimuli. Further, if the IPL subserves optimal cue utilization in a
domain-general manner (Henry et al., 2013), shifts in informativeness
of acoustic cues should lead to increased activation in this region.
Materials and methods
Participants
Thirty-six healthy volunteers were recruited from the participant
database of the Max Planck Institute for Human Cognitive and Brain Sciences (all right-handed, 18 females, age range 20–31 years, mean age
25.7; standard deviation [SD] = 2.8 years). They were native speakers
of German with no self-reported hearing impairments or neurological
disorders. Participants gave written informed consent and received ﬁnancial compensation for their participation. All procedures followed
the guidelines of the local ethics committee (University of Leipzig)
and were in accordance with the Declaration of Helsinki.
Stimuli
Auditory stimulus tokens differed in spectral and durational properties. The base for all stimuli was an inharmonic narrow-band sound
composed of 17 components. The lowest component frequency was
Fig. 1. Stimulus characteristics and behavioral results. A. Top: Representation of sounds
with varying spectral peaks (ERB; y-axis) and durations (DUR; x-axis). Distributions are
indicated by ellipses; black dots show exemplary distributions for a representative participant. Bottom: Acoustic properties of sounds in the nondegraded (left) and degraded
(right) conditions. Duration and amplitude envelope were unaffected by degradation,
while spectral properties were smeared. B. Behavioral performance results. Top: Perceptual sensitivity (d′) over time, obtained from sliding windows over nondegraded and
degraded trials per participant (window size = 20 trials, step size = 1 trial). Error bars
show the standard error of the mean. Bottom: Comparison of cue indices across
conditions; black dots show individual participant data. Mean cue index values between
conditions are connected for each participant. C. Correlations of d′ and cue index in the
nondegraded (left) and degraded (right) conditions.

500 Hz, and the frequencies of the additional 16 components were related to each other by a ratio of 1.15 (Fig. 1A, bottom; Goudbeek et al.,
2009; Scharinger et al., 2014). Spectral manipulations constituted
ﬁltering the base sound with a band-pass ﬁlter (second-order inﬁniteimpulse response, IIR) with a single frequency peak that was unique
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for each stimulus; bandwidth was 1/5 of the center frequency. We use
the term ‘spectral peak’ to refer to the ﬁlters' center frequency and its
resulting spectral stimulus properties. Duration manipulations
constituted changes to the sounds' physical durations.
Sound categories, labeled “A” and “B”, differed in terms of the
sounds' spectral peak and duration (Fig. 1A): For each sound in categories A and B (each category was comprised of 1000 exemplars), spectral
peaks and durations were randomly drawn from bivariate normal distributions, with equal standard deviations, σ, and means, μ, that differed
between categories. Spectral peak frequencies were converted to equivalent rectangular bandwidth (ERB; approximating the bandwidths of
the auditory ﬁlters in human hearing, cf. Glasberg and Moore, 1990),
and sound durations were log 10-transformed for reasons of psychophysical comparability (DUR; cf. Smits et al., 2006). Table 1 shows the
respective means of categories A and B.
In the ﬁrst half of the experiment (nondegraded condition), sound
distributions did not overlap in spectral peak, but 1/3 of the sounds in
categories A and B overlapped in duration (Fig. 1A, top). Separating categories more along the spectral than the duration dimension was
intended to bias participants to focus on spectral peak as the most informative cue for categorization because maximum accuracy could only be
achieved if categorization was based on spectral peak. Halfway through
the experiment, spectral cues were degraded by applying four-band
noise vocoding to the original stimuli (Drullman et al., 1994; Shannon
et al., 1995; degraded condition). Noise-vocoding was applied to all
stimuli, irrespective of category, as described in Rosen et al. (1999). In
short, this procedure involves ﬁltering the raw signal into frequency
bands (here, four), extracting the amplitude envelope from each band
and reapplying it to bandpass-ﬁltered noise carriers, leading to a
smearing of spectral detail. Precise vocoding settings were identical to
those reported in Erb et al. (2012). Most important to the present
study, degraded stimuli maintained their amplitude-envelope features
and their original duration, while they showed a change in the location
and spread of the spectral peak (Table 1; Figs. 1A, B). After degradation,
participants were expected to categorize sounds on the basis of
duration, as maximum accuracy after degradation was only achievable
by utilizing duration cues.
All stimuli were normalized to equal root-mean-square (RMS)
intensity and presented at ~ 60 dB SPL. Linear onset and offset ramps
(5 ms) ensured that acoustic artifacts were minimized.
We took Euclidean distance of each stimulus to the overall median
point (i.e., the most ambiguous point in the stimulus space) as a
stimulus-based measure of discriminability (Fig. 1A). This median
point corresponded to a stimulus that was never presented, and that
could have been categorized as A or B with equal likelihood. Shorter distances to the median make individual sounds harder to categorize (less
discriminable), while longer distances render them easier to categorize
(more discriminable). The selection of sounds from Gaussian distributions ensured that no systematic differences in Euclidean distances
existed between categories A and B (t(1999) = 0.86, p = 0.43, effect
size re = 0.02). However, as expected, Euclidean distances to the median differed between the nondegraded and degraded distributions
(t(1999) = 49.50, p b 0.001, re = 0.74; Fig. 1A), with smaller distances
in the degraded than in the nondegraded condition, thus, categorization
should be harder in the degraded than in the nondegraded condition.
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Effect sizes are reported as requivalent (throughout, re), which is equivalent to a Pearson product–moment correlation for two continuous
variables, to a point-biserial correlation for one continuous and one
dichotomous variable, and to the square root of η2 (eta-squared) for
ANOVAs. We used the by-item measure discriminability (i.e. Euclidean
distance of each stimulus to the median point) as a parametric modulator in the ﬁrst-level fMRI analyses reported below.
Experimental procedure
Participants were ﬁrst familiarized with the categorization task and
had to complete a short practice block consisting of 20 sounds that did
not occur in the main experiment (10 from category A and 10 from category B). The subsequent main experiment was arranged in four runs
(two per condition). In each run, 60 sound exemplars, randomly
drawn from categories A and B with equal probability, were presented
in a sparse imaging design (Hall et al., 1999). The sparse design was
chosen in order to guarantee that sounds could be presented during
silent periods between the acquisitions of echo-planar images (EPIs).
Sounds were presented on average 2 s after the offset of a preceding
EPI volume acquisition (± 500 ms). Subsequently, a visual response
prompt (green trafﬁc light) was presented on a screen 3 s after the stimulus onset. Participants were then required to indicate whether the
presented sound belonged to category A or category B by pressing one
of two keys on a button box; button assignment was counterbalanced
across participants. Following the response, participants received corrective feedback (“Correct”/“Incorrect”), which was displayed for 1 s in the
middle of the screen. Seven seconds after the onset of an acoustic stimulus, a subsequent EPI volume (TA = 2 s) was acquired. Also, in each run,
15 silent trials for which no response was required occurred at random
positions. This corresponded to 20% of all trials. The duration of the entire
experiment with short breaks between runs was 50 min. Participants
were not asked to focus on speciﬁc sound properties (e.g. frequency,
duration). Participants were further told that they should maintain
their categorization even though it would be possible that the quality
of the sounds changed within the experiment. They were also instructed
that sometimes, sound presentations would be missing (silent trials) in
which case no response was required.
Imaging data acquisition
Functional MRI data were recorded with a Siemens VERIO 3.0-T MRI
scanner equipped with a 12-channel head coil while participants
performed the categorization task in supine position inside the scanner.
Fifteen participants were additionally equipped with an MR-conform
electroencephalography (EEG) cap for data acquisition reported
elsewhere (Scharinger et al., 2014). For acoustic transmission, participants wore MR-compatible headphones (MR-confon GmbH, Magdeburg, Germany) together with in-ear hearing protection (Hearsafe
Technologies GmbH, Cologne, Germany), reducing scanner noise by approximately 16 dB. A custom-made mirror and an LCD projector system
were used to project the visual screen display.
Whole-brain EPIs (30 axial slices, thickness = 3 mm, gap = 1 mm)
were collected every 9 s (TE = 30 ms; ﬂip angle = 90°; ﬁeld of view =
192 × 192 mm; voxel size = 3 × 3 × 4 mm). Seventy-ﬁve volumes

Table 1
Average (±standard deviations in parentheses) of the sounds' properties, spectral peak and duration in categories A and B. Degradation was achieved by 4-band noise-vocoding as
described in the text.
Nondegraded

Degraded

Stimulus category

A

B

A

B

Spectral peak [ERB]
Spectral peak [Hz]
Duration [DUR]
Duration [ms]

20.00 (±0.35)
1739 (±75)
47.70 (±1.28)
118 (±15.2)

17.00 (±0.36)
1196 (±60)
52.53 (±1.32)
191 (±25.6)

16.80 (±0.34)
1166 (±50)
47.70 (±1.28)
118 (±15.2)

15.50 (±0.27)
984 (±36)
52.53 (±1.32)
191 (±25.6)
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(sound and null trials) were acquired in each of the 4 sessions, yielding
300 volumes of interest in total. For anatomical localization and volume
co-registration, high-resolution, 3D MP-RAGE T1-weighted scans were
taken from the Max Planck Institute participant database. These scans
had been collected on a 3 T Siemens TIM Trio scanner with a 12channel head coil, on average 29 months prior to the experiment
(SD = 18 months), and shared the following acquisition parameters: sagittal slices = 176, repetition time = 1300 ms, TE = 3.46 ms, ﬂip angle =
10°, acquisition matrix = 256 × 240, voxel size = 1 × 1 × 1 mm.
In order to obtain better image distortion correction on the basis of
voxel-displacement-maps (Hutton et al., 2002; Jezzard and Balaban,
1995), ﬁeld maps (30 axial slices, thickness = 3 mm, gap = 1 mm, repetition time = 488 ms, TE1 = 4.92 ms, TE2 = 7.38 ms, ﬂip angle = 60°,
ﬁeld of view = 192 × 192 mm, voxel size = 3 × 3 × 3 mm) were
recorded prior to the functional volume acquisition.
Analysis of behavioral data
Our behavioral dependent measures were overall performance and
cue utilization. Overall performance was estimated by d', a measure of
perceptual sensitivity that is independent of response bias. Perceptual
sensitivity, d', was calculated from proportions of hits and false alarms
(Macmillan and Creelman, 2005), where hits were deﬁned as “categoryA” responses to category-A stimuli, and false alarms were deﬁned as
“category-A” responses to category-B stimuli. Perceptual sensitivity was
calculated separately for each experimental run; d' values were then averaged across blocks for each participant separately for the nondegraded
and degraded conditions.
The cue utilization measure quantiﬁed the degree to which individual participants relied on the spectral vs. durational stimulus aspects in
the nondegraded and degraded conditions. To this end, we ﬁrst calculated logistic regressions for the nondegraded and degraded conditions of
the experiment with category-A responses as the dependent measure
and spectral and duration stimulus values as independent measures.
The slope of the logistic function, expressed by absolute β, indicated
the degree to which spectral peak or duration inﬂuenced the categorical
response (βspectral peak; βduration; Gougoux et al., 2009; Scharinger et al.,
2013). Second, for each condition of the experiment, we expressed the
bias for spectral versus durational cue utilization by a cue index that
was calculated as shown below.

Cue index ¼

jβduration j− βfrequency
jβduration j þ βfrequency

ð1Þ

According to Eq. (1), a positive cue index reﬂects the tendency to use
durational cues more than spectral cues, while a negative cue index
reﬂects the tendency to use spectral cues more than durational cues.
Analysis of imaging data
Functional (T2*-weighted) and structural (T1-weighted) images
were processed using Statistical Parametric Mapping (SPM8; Functional
Imaging Laboratory, Wellcome Department of Imaging Neuroscience,
Institute of Neurology, University College of London). Functional images
for each run were ﬁrst realigned using the 6-parameter afﬁne transformation in translational (x, y, and z) and rotational (pitch, roll, and yaw)
directions to reduce individual movement artifacts (Ashburner and
Good, 2003). Subsequently, a mean image of each run was used to estimate unwarping parameters, together with voxel-displacement-maps
(VDMs) obtained from individually recorded ﬁeld maps in order to account for magnetic ﬁeld deformations (Hutton et al., 2002; Jezzard
and Balaban, 1995). Participants' structural images were manually
pre-aligned to a standardized EPI template (Ashburner and Friston,
2004) in MNI space (Montreal Neurological Institute) in order to improve co-registration and normalization accuracy. Next, functional

images were co-registered to the corresponding participants' structural
images and normalized to MNI space. Normalization was based on segmented structural T1-images (gray matter, white matter, and cerebrospinal ﬂuid) and used a 12-parameter afﬁne transformation, where
the parameters constitute a spatial transformation matrix obtained
from the co-registration algorithm. Functional images were then
smoothed using an 8-mm full-width half-maximum Gaussian kernel
and subsequently used for ﬁrst- and second-level general linear model
(GLM) analyses.
At the ﬁrst level, a general linear model was estimated for each participant using a ﬁrst-order ﬁnite impulse response (FIR; window = 2 s)
as the basis function and high-pass ﬁltered with a cut-off of 128 s. The
design matrix included regressors for 1) sound trials (corresponding to
volumes following sound presentations), 2) the mean-centered singletrial parametric modulator median distance, and 3) silent trials (corresponding to volumes following null trials), speciﬁed separately for
each of four runs (two nondegraded and two degraded). Experimental
runs were included as regressors of no interest (one for each run).
Nondegraded and degraded trials were thus modeled in one design matrix at the ﬁrst level. Six additional regressors of no-interest accounted
for movement artifacts in translational (x, y, and z) and rotational
(pitch, roll, and yaw) directions.
Resulting T-maps were restricted to gray- and white matter obtained
from group averages based on individual T1-weighted scans. Still at the
ﬁrst level, we calculated the contrasts of sound trials and parametric modulator median distance against the implicit baseline (mean activation).
Contrasts were based on means for the ﬁrst two runs (nondegraded condition), and on means for the last two runs (degraded condition). Conditions were compared by means of the nondegraded N degraded and
degraded N nondegraded contrasts for sound trials and median distance.
At the second level, all contrasts were compared against zero using
one-sample t-tests. Additionally, sound-trial contrasts (against implicit
baseline) from the ﬁrst level were correlated with cue indices across
participants for the nondegraded and degraded conditions. This was
done in order to examine how individual cue utilization modulated
blood oxygenation level dependent (BOLD) responses. In a separate
analysis, the impact of degradation on the coupling of BOLD to behavioral cue utilization was assessed by correlating, on the second level, the
contrast images for the ﬁrst-level degraded–nondegraded difference
with the degraded–nondegraded difference in the cue index. Thereby,
we obtained a within-participant measure of cue-utilization change.
When testing for brain regions that were involved in the auditory
categorization task generally, we applied a family-wise error (FWE)
corrected threshold of p b 0.01 (cluster-wise, based on Gaussian random
ﬁelds) at the second level. For all other second-level analyses, we used
an uncorrected threshold of p b 0.005 combined with a cluster extent
of 22 voxels, which corresponds to a whole-brain alpha of p b 0.05, as
determined using a MATLAB-implemented Monte Carlo simulation
(Slotnick et al., 2003) with a smoothing of 8 mm for all comparisons
(full width half maximum of the Gaussian smoothing kernel).
In order to illustrate signiﬁcant effects and interactions, regression
beta values were extracted from regions of interest (ROIs). These regions were deﬁned using the SPM toolbox MarsBaR (Brett et al., 2002)
as spheres with 5 mm radii and centers corresponding to the peak
coordinates (in MNI space) identiﬁed in the whole-brain analyses (see
Results). Determination of anatomical locations was based on the Automated Anatomical Labeling Atlas (AAL; Tzourio-Mazoyer et al., 2002),
and (for areas involving the planum temporale) the Westbury Atlas
(Westbury et al., 1999).
Results
Behavioral data
Participants categorized the sounds above chance level (average
d' = 1.58, t-test against zero t(35) = 23.12, p b 0.001, re = 0.97).
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Perceptual sensitivity differed between conditions (nondegraded: d' =
1.67 ± standard error of the mean [SEM] = 0.09 vs. degraded: d' =
1.49 ± 0.07; t(35) = 2.10, p = 0.04, re = 0.33). Average cue indices
imply that participants relied less on spectral peak (i.e., more on duration) cues in the degraded (average cue index = –0.24 ± 0.07) than
in the nondegraded (cue index = –0.41 ± 0.06) condition. However,
the preference for making category membership decisions based on
spectral peak cues in the ﬁrst, nondegraded condition was not entirely
abandoned in the second, degraded condition (cue index difference
t(35) = 1.90, p = 0.07, re = 0.31; Fig. 1B). Correlations between d'
and cue index were not signiﬁcant. Their signs, however, suggested improved performance when relying on spectral peak in the nondegraded
condition (r = –0.14, t(35) = 0.55, p = 0.58) and when relying on duration in the degraded condition (r = 0.20, t(35) = 1.21, p = 0.23; Fig. 1C).
Brain imaging results
Sound activation in the fronto-parietal network
Sound discrimination drove a bilateral fronto-parietal network, with
activations in the inferior parietal lobule (IPL, Brodmann area [BA] 40),
insula (BA 13), anterior prefrontal cortex (BA 10), and mid- and anterior
cingulate (BA 32 and BA 24). In the nondegraded condition, there was
additional activation in the right inferior frontal gyrus (IFG, BA 46),
left thalamus (medial dorsal nucleus) and right cerebellum, while in
the degraded condition, there were further clusters in the left precentral
gyrus (BA 6) and right PT (46–65% within-PT probability according to
Westbury et al., 1999; Fig. 2A). A direct test of activation differences between the nondegraded and degraded conditions revealed most notably clusters in the left dorso-lateral prefrontal cortex and right
thalamus for the contrast nondegraded N degraded, and clusters in the
right insula and STG (BA 21) for the contrast degraded N nondegraded
(Fig. 2B). A full list of signiﬁcant clusters is given in Table 2.
Discriminability effects in temporal and frontal cortices
A test for sensitivity to acoustic distance to the overall median point
(i.e., the most ambiguous point in the stimulus space) revealed a cluster
in the left IPL (BA 40) in the nondegraded condition, and several clusters
in the bilateral STG and middle temporal gyrus (MTG, comprising BA 21,
22, 37 and 38, in the vicinity of PT with 5–25% within-PT probability) in
the degraded condition (Fig. 3A). The reverse contrast (showing more
activation for smaller distances from the most ambiguous point) yielded
clusters in the frontal (insula) and anterior prefrontal cortices (SFG, BA
10) in the nondegraded condition, and clusters in the right mid-cingulate
(BA 32) and left insula (BA 13) in the degraded condition (Fig. 3B).
When directly testing for changes in sensitivity to acoustic median
distance in the degraded condition versus the non-degraded condition,
a region corresponding to the right posterior STG/STS in the vicinity of
the planum temporale (with 5–25% within-PT probability)/right MTG
was identiﬁed. Beta values extracted from this area indicated that the
observed difference was driven by increased sensitivity to acoustic median distance in the degraded condition (Fig. 3C). This is notable as degradation led to overall reductions in discriminability (i.e., acoustic
distance to the median), yet the right pSTG/STS/PT/MTG reacted to
this by increasing sensitivity to this acoustic parameter.
Effects of cue index in the prefrontal and parietal cortices
In the nondegraded condition, BOLD activity increased with increasing utilization of spectral cues in the left posterior cingulate cortex and
left anterior prefrontal cortex (BA 10). In the degraded condition,
BOLD activity increased with an increasing preference for duration
cues (or to less reliance on spectral cues) in the bilateral orbito-frontal
cortex (BA 11), left precentral gyrus (BA 6) and right IPL (BA 40, extending into the supramarginal gyrus, Fig. 4A). Differences in the correlations between conditions yielded a cluster in the left parietal cortex.
This cluster extended rostrally into the postcentral sulcus and gyrus,
dorsally into the intraparietal sulcus, and caudally into the inferior
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parietal lobe (IPL), with a further peak in the postcentral gyrus (BA 3/4).
We refer to the entire area as IPL; for a similar labeling, see Livesey et al.
(2007); Table 3 and Fig. 3.
Beta values extracted from the signiﬁcant cluster showed that the
cue index exerted a stronger effect on IPL activation in the degraded
as compared to the nondegraded condition (Fig. 4B). Using a more lenient threshold (p b 0.05), the interaction was also seen in a homologue
cluster in the contra-lateral hemisphere and additional clusters in the
mid-cingulate (BA 31), supplementary motor area (SMA) and right
middle temporal gyrus (MTG, BA 22; illustrated in Fig. 4B). All clusters
for the cue index effects are given in Table 3.
Discussion
The most important ﬁnding of this study is that different aspects of
auditory categorization – discriminability of sensory input and utilization of acoustic cues – are differentially supported by temporal and
parietal areas: Changes in cue utilization implicated the left parietal
cortex (IPL), while differences in discriminability were correlated with
activity in the right pSTG/STS/PT when the acoustic space was
compressed due to spectral degradation. We will turn to a more detailed
discussion regarding the involvement of these areas during auditory
categorization in the subsequent sections.
Cue utilization draws on the parietal attention network
Stronger preferences for duration cues under degradation correlated
with increased activity in the inferior parietal lobule (BA 40), including
parts of the supramarginal gyrus. Thus, the more likely an individual
was to use duration cues under spectral degradation (expressed by a
more positive cue index), the larger the activation in the left IPL. Further,
the coupling of duration-cue utilization and BOLD activity in the
degraded (compared to the nondegraded) condition was stronger in an
overlapping cluster, including parts of the inferior parietal lobe (IPL,
Fig. 4B). Since this comparison was based on the within-participant difference of cue indices between the nondegraded and degraded conditions,
this ﬁnding suggests that the IPL supported the change in cue utilization.
The IPL as part of the fronto-parietal executive network (Corbetta
et al., 2000; Posner and Dehaene, 1994) has repeatedly been found to
be engaged in situations that required a ﬂexible deployment of neural resources to informative stimulus features (Geng and Mangun, 2009;
Gillebert et al., 2012; Hill and Miller, 2010; Schultz and Lennert, 2009).
In our experiment, before spectral degradation, the most informative
acoustic cue for categorization was spectral peak, while stimulus duration
could be used as a secondary cue. However, participants could perform
best if they assigned stimulus duration more weight after spectral degradation. The cue index clearly demonstrated that participants in fact mostly relied on spectral peak in the nondegraded condition. In contrast, this
reliance was reduced under spectral degradation in favor of duration cues.
One interpretation of co-varying IPL activation and duration utilization under degradation is that the IPL supported the relative change in
cue weighting, assigning more importance to duration than before.
Importantly, we cannot claim that the IPL would speciﬁcally be sensitive
to duration cues — under our hypothesis, IPL should be similarly
involved if participants had to assign more weight to spectral cues, a
prediction that needs to be tested in future research. Note further that
degradation alone could not have been responsible for IPL activation:
The comparison between sound activation in the degraded versus
nondegraded condition did not yield any parietal clusters. Even though
degradation resulted in more effortful processing (as suggested by decreasing perceptual sensitivity), only the cue index correlation yielded
signiﬁcant clusters in the IPL. Furthermore, the fact that there were no
signiﬁcant correlations between d' and cue indices in the nondegraded
and degraded conditions suggests that the coupling of IPL activity
with change of cue utilization is not simply based on more successful
categorization or more positive feedbacks and less errors. Finally, we
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Fig. 2. A. Overall activation by auditory categorization in the nondegraded (green) and degraded (red) conditions (p b 0.01, FWE-corrected). Areas of co-activation are illustrated in violet.
B. Condition differences for the contrasts nondegraded N degraded (green) and degraded N nondegraded (red, p b 0.005, extent threshold k N 22). Abbreviations: STG/STS — superior
temporal gyrus/sulcus, SFG — superior frontal gyrus, IFG — inferior frontal gyrus, DLPFC — dorsolateral prefrontal cortex.

re-calculated the cue index/BOLD correlation differences between
degraded and nondegraded conditions, regressing out d'. The results of
this analysis revealed an almost identical (even slightly bigger) cluster
to the one illustrated in Fig. 4B and Table 3. We therefore suggest
that the IPL was not engaged due to task difﬁculty per se, but due to
the necessity to change cue utilization after degradation.
These results add to previous research showing the IPL's involvement in auditory processing (Gaab et al., 2006; Husain et al.,
2006; Jacquemot et al., 2003; Kiefer et al., 2008; Obleser et al.,

2012). Furthermore, our ﬁndings suggest that the IPL is a rather
domain-general area with respect to cue utilization: While most
previous studies on the parietal cortex focused on the visual domain (Corbetta et al., 2000; Yantis, 1993, 2008), the present data
indicate that the parietal cortex also supports the utilization of informative acoustic cues. This is in line with studies that have provided evidence for a more modality-independent function of the
IPL and inferior parietal sulcus (IPS) with regard to object representation and attention switching (Cusack et al., 2000, 2010).
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Table 2
Signiﬁcant BOLD activation in the sound vs. baseline contrast for the nondegraded and
degraded conditions (thresholded at p b 0.01, FWE corrected). Comparison between
conditions are thresholded more liberally (at p b 0.005, with k N 22). Peak activations
are given in MNI coordinates. Abbreviations: IPL — inferior parietal lobule, MFG — middle
frontal gyrus, APFC — anterior prefrontal cortex, IFG — inferior frontal gyrus, ling — lingual
gyrus, STG — superior temporal gyrus, STS — superior temporal sulcus, SFG — superior
frontal gyrus, PT — planum temporale, DLPFC — dorso-lateral prefrontal cortex.
Contrast

Region

MNI coordinates

Z-value

Size (voxels)

Auditory categorization
(nondegraded)

l. Cingulate
l. IPL
r. IPL
l. Insula
r. Insula
r. APFC
l. Thalamus
l. APFC
r. IFG
r. Cerebellum
l. IPL
r. Cingulate
r. Ling.
l. Insula
l. Precentral
l. MFG
r. PT

–6
–48
42
–30
30
33
–9
–30
48
21
–45
3
24
–33
–42
–33
60

5
–34
–37
14
20
41
–19
47
11
–55
–34
14
–91
20
–1
–7
–16

49
43
46
1
–2
16
7
25
22
–23
43
52
1
1
37
52
4

6.93
6.92
6.7
6.61
6.5
6.21
6.11
6.02
5.93
5.73
6.83
6.14
5.84
5.63
5.56
5.47
5.42

643
1020
192
120
101
141
39
107
87
56
400
249
51
29
31
28
31

r. MFG

42

35

28

3.44

51

r. Thalamus
l. DLPFC
r. Cerebellum
r. Insula

6
–42
3
27

–16
8
–55
5

4
28
–35
–20

3.38
3.38
3.3
3.41

34
64
23
39

r. SFG
r. STG/STS

12
51

62
–1

–17
–17

3.41
3.12

22
58

Auditory categorization
(degraded)

Direct comparison
Nondegraded N
degraded

Degraded N
nondegraded

Discriminability under degradation involves the planum temporale
The right posterior temporal cortex in the vicinity of the PT was most
sensitive to stimulus discriminability. This effect also became stronger
once degradation was introduced (Fig. 3A), which is remarkable as
discriminability was acoustically reduced by spectral degradation. We
expected that discriminability should decrease with decreasing distance
to the median position in the two-dimensional acoustic space where the
assignment of either category label, A or B, was equally likely. The
behavioral results provided supporting evidence for this: Spectral
degradation lead to an overall reduction of median distances, and
thus, discriminability. This was accompanied by a deterioration of
performance, as seen in signiﬁcantly lower d' values in the degraded
compared to the nondegraded condition. Nevertheless, the posterior
STG/STS and PT showed increased sensitivity to this acoustic parameter
under degradation, which suggests a role for these areas in supporting
discrimination in a compressed acoustic space.
Our ﬁnding is in line with a thread of previous results illustrating the
role of the posterior temporal cortex for categorical speech sound processing and illustrating the role of the PT in auditory categorization.
The PT and surrounding posterior temporal regions have been assigned
an important role in forming and discriminating auditory categories
(Desai et al., 2008; Grifﬁths and Warren, 2002; Guenther et al., 2004;
Husain et al., 2006; Obleser and Eisner, 2009). In speech processing,
the PT and pSTG/STS seem to be particularly sensitive to the ability to
assign category labels (Chang et al., 2010; Dehaene-Lambertz et al.,
2005; Desai et al., 2008; Turkeltaub and Coslett, 2010). For instance,
Dehaene-Lambertz et al. (2005) showed that if acoustic stimuli could
be assigned speech-relevant labels, activity was increased in the posterior parts of the left STG, compared to a situation where no such labeling
was possible. In a similar vein, Chang et al. (2010) compared within-

Fig. 3. Illustration of clusters showing sensitivity to discriminability (i.e., acoustic distance
to median) under nondegraded (green) and degraded (red) conditions. A. Increasing activation with increasing discriminability. B. Decreasing activation with increasing discriminability. C. Effect of degradation on the sensitivity to discriminability (blue, p b 0.005,
extent threshold k N 22). Abbreviations: IPL — inferior parietal lobule, aPFC — anterior
prefrontal cortex, pSTG/STS — posterior superior temporal gyrus/sulcus, MTG — middle
temporal gyrus, PT — planum temporale.

and across category discrimination along an acoustic continuum (from
/ba/ to /ga/). They found that the pSTG was more sensitive to identical
across-category than within-category contrasts, and least responsive
to stimuli at ambiguous positions within the acoustic continuum.
Altogether, the present experiment provides evidence for the key role
posterior temporal regions (posterior to primary auditory cortex) play in
effortful, that is, acoustically challenging categorization situations. The
challenge here arose from spectral degradation, which can occur in digital
communication devices and poses the most drastic challenge for cochlear
implant users. As argued above, spectral degradation essentially resulted
in a compression of acoustic space, as expressed by the reduced distances
of degraded stimuli to a maximally ambiguous median stimulus. Thus,
posterior STG/STS and PT involvement is here somewhat more critical
than in ideal listening situations with full spectral detail, where the acoustic space is more spread out.
Interestingly, the left IPL showed a complementary, if not opposite,
pattern: the IPL was also sensitive to acoustic median distance, but
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and have underlined the role of the cingulo-opercular network in
recognizing words in difﬁcult listening conditions.
Conclusions
In this study, we were interested in the functional neural organization
of two important aspects of auditory categorization: discriminating stimuli and utilizing most informative stimulus cues. The present fMRI data
showed that, ﬁrst, changes in acoustic cue utilization in response to acoustic degradation triggered activation increases in the IPL. Second, this was
in contrast to activity in the posterior temporal cortex (including parts of
the planum temporale), which scaled with stimulus discriminability
under degradation. Taken together, these ﬁndings extend previous research on parietal versus posterior temporal cortex and provide support
for their more general involvement in perceptual categorization.
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